Underground Conveyor Systems

Why Continental Global Material Handling?
We have been a leader in bulk materials handling for decades. Over that time, we have set
the standard for product quality and performance. We manufacture many of the key conveyor
system components to provide you with highly reliable equipment that contributes to higher
productivity levels.
We do more than just sell conveyor equipment. Our approach to underground conveyor
systems is comprehensive and includes consultation during the mine planning phase. We have
designed and supplied conveyor systems up to 10,000 connected horsepower, and capacities
up to 10,000 STPH. Leveraging decades of experience, we can design and supply a conveyor
system designed for your specific application.
Time and again customers have trusted us to deliver the materials handling solution for
their specific application. Let us assist in the design and equipment selection for your next
conveyor project.
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Continental™ conveyor equipment
Continental conveyor products are utilized in some of
the most productive material handling applications.
Our conveyor systems are designed for optimal
availability and reliability.

Conveyor structure

Engineering expertise
Conveyor system
simulation software
Continental™ utilizes Statix™ and
Dynamix™ proprietary conveyor
simulation software to model system
behavior under a wide range of
loading conditions for both new
and existing conveyor systems.

Mine-duty rigid conveyor structure is available
floor-mounted or roof-mounted for medium duty
to super heavy-duty designs. Troughing idlers are
supplemented by rubber disc impacts, self-aligning
idlers, transition idlers, and returns of corresponding
sizes in flat and v-return configurations.
Catenary structure is also available, and is designed
to be a more portable option. See more information
on page 4.

Terminals

All-electric winch
Durable, reliable and compact

Terminals are designed and manufactured for
the most grueling mining conditions. Power train
components, such as motors, gear reducers, and
couplings are sized with ample service factors.
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The all-electric constant tension winch is our best
available option for take-up carriage control in
higher tension applications. Properly equipped
all-electric winches can maintain precise tension
control by achieving full torque of an AC motor
with zero shaft RPM.
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Typical structure arrangements
Mine-duty rigid conveyors

Floor-mounted rigid structure

With the introduction of high
production longwall mining many
years ago, the need developed for
a conveyor structure that was more
sturdy, yet still portable enough
to be installed quickly. Continental
mine-duty rigid structure, with a
boltless construction, structural
channel side-member, was
designed to fill this need.

Belt travel

Roof-mounted rigid structure

Belt travel

Catenary conveyors
Longwall mining requires conveyor
structure that is extremely portable
due to the rapid rate of extraction
during the longwall retreat. This
structure must be very rugged in
order to withstand the heavy loading
encountered in longwall mining.
The Continental hinged-handle
catenary structure is designed to
meet this need. The design uses
rigid side rails made of round tubing.
In addition, fewer loose parts
reduce the number of loose part
losses while moving from one
mining panel to another.
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Catenary structure

Belt travel
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Idlers — uncompromised quality
HC Series – The HC Series utilizes ¾” modified geometry, tapered
roller bearings. The advanced five-stage seal design helps to
achieve long-life operation without relubrication. Series LR-C
frames with HC rolls are offered in offset configurations from 30”
belt width, with 4” and 5” diameter rolls. Series OR-C frames are
offered from 30” belt width with 5” and 6” diameter rolls.
HD Series – The HD series is a heavy-duty idler meeting the
requirements for today’s higher capacity applications. Series OR-C
frames are offered in offset configurations, from 36” belt width,
in 35° and 45° troughing angles with 5”, and 6” diameter rolls
equipped with ¾” modified geometry tapered roller bearings. Our
patented, engineered shaft is available on all return rolls and 42”
belt width and wider center troughing rolls.
HD-1500 – The HD-1500 is a heavy-duty version of our HD series.
Troughing idler carrying capacity is up to 1,500 lb. load rating for
today’s higher capacity applications.
HX series – HX series idlers are available with 2RS or open
deep-groove ball bearings. The HX-30 idler incorporates a 6306
(30 mm) bearing. The HX-40 idler incorporates a 6308 (40 mm)
bearing. Our patented, engineered shaft is available on all return
rolls and on 42” belt width and wider troughing rolls. Both idlers
are paired with a heavy-duty OR-C frame design incorporating dieformed end brackets to increase rigidity.
For more information see page 24.
SDX-2200 super-duty idler – SDX-2200 troughing idler carrying
capacity is up to 2,200 lb. load rating. SDX-2200 series OR-C idlers
are offered in 35° and 45° troughers. Both sealed and regreasable
designs are available. The SDX-2200 idlers are furnished with 6”
or 7” diameter rolls equipped with 1¼” tapered roller bearings,
which provide generous load and thrust capacities. The
combination labyrinth and contact seal has proven to be far
superior to the cartridge type or conventional labyrinth seal
utilized in many so-called heavy duty idlers. Our patented,
engineered shaft is available on all return rolls and on 42”
belt width and wider troughing rolls.

HC & HD series
idler rolls
Manufacturing breakthrough…
HC and HD idler rolls are produced
using proprietary manufacturing and
assembly techniques that control the
bearing end-play setting to precise
engineered specifications.

HC Series

HD Series

HC and HD series idlers are
available with a press-on nut.

HXF-40 super high-capacity idler HXF- 40 series idlers are offered
with our in-line design or with our OR-C frame design from 60” to
120” BW. For more information see page 24.

HC shown above
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HD-1500
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HC and HD series
HC series

Inside weld design
Retaining clips
Drop-in rolls are factoryassembled and positively
secured with retaining clips.

Sealed roll design

End bracket
Die-formed for
additional rigidity

Wide mounting angles
Provides increased
contact with the
supporting structure
whether wire rope
or rigid channel
to reduce idler tilt
during operation.

Inverted angle base
Made from high-strength 50,000 psi steel.
Self-cleaning design reduces the potential for
roll and belt damage due to material build-up.

High-capacity, modified geometry,
precision, ¾" tapered roller bearings
¾" Shaft
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HD series
HC and HD rolls are produced using proprietary
manufacturing and assembly techniques that
control the bearing end-play setting to precise
engineered specifications.

HD series roll
Patented, engineered shaft
available on all 42" belt width
and wider center troughing rolls.

Rigid, one-piece, jig-welded frame

Accurate roll positioning simplifies belt
training and reduces friction and roll wear.

End bracket design
Ample clearance is provided
to reduce the potential for
spilled material to wedge
between roll and end bracket.

The HC and HD series idler
meets the requirements for
today’s mining applications.
Idler frames are jig-welded
for accuracy with formed
end brackets and heavy
cross angles of high-strength
steel. Rolls are positively
secured to the frame with
retaining clips.

Patented, engineered shaft
Available on all return rolls and 42" belt width
and wider center troughing rolls.
(Details listed on page 8.)
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Note: For more information
refer to HC and HD Series idler
rolls shown on page 8. Catalog
subject to change or correction
without notice.
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HC and HD series
HC and HD series rolls are produced using proprietary manufacturing
and assembly techniques that control the bearing endplay setting to
precise engineered specifications. We utilize ¾" modified geometry,
tapered roller bearings that provide more bearing contact area than
ball bearings, which spreads the load over a larger area and results in
greater L10 life. This relieves stress and enhances bearing life under
heavy loads and impact.

Advanced five-stage seal design
1. An exterior shield
provides an initial
barrier to divert
contaminants away
from the bearing cavity
2. A flinger employs the
natural centrifugal
forces of a rotating idler
roll to redirect potential
contaminants away
from the bearing cavity.

Bearing and seal cavities
are filled with grease from
the factory to promote
long-life operation.
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5. A rear seal provides
added protection for the
grease reservoir.

1
* Patented, engineered shaft

3/4" solid shaft

3

3

4

4

HC series

5

HD series

* Available on all return rolls and on all 42-inch belt width and wider center troughing rolls.
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2

1

3. A grease-filled,
horizontal labyrinth seal
impedes progress of
contaminants toward
the bearing.
4. A contact lip seal
provides additional
sealing protection and
keeps lubricant in the
bearing cavity.

Bearing and seal cavities
are filled with grease from
the factory to promote
long-life operation.
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Conveyor structure
10'

Floor-mounted rigid structure
Channel
side rail

2' 6"
Support stand

5'

2' 6"
Idler
assembly

Idler
assembly

Support stand

Belt travel
Drop bracket
assembly

10'

Idler return roll

Idler return roll

Other idler spacing available upon request. Wire rope arrangements also available.

10'

Roof attachment
angle

5'

2' 6"

Idler
assembly

Idler
assembly

Rail connecting cuff

2' 6"

Belt travel

Drop bracket
assembly
Idler return roll

Channel
side rail

Bottom chain
connecting bracket

Idler return roll

10'

Other idler spacing available upon request. Wire rope arrangements also available.

Roof-mounted rigid structure
Side rail

Catenary structure

10'
2' 6"
Support stand

5'
Idler
assembly

2' 6"
Belt travel

Idler
assembly

Support stand

Other idler spacing available upon request.
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HC and HD series idlers
HC series 35° LR-C 4" diameter rolls* (single crossmember)

B
C

D

C

A

BW

Part number

A

B

36
42
48

69AHC441-367
69AHC441-427
69AHC441-487

47 /4
531/4
591/4
1

C

35 /8
423/4
473/8
7

D

14 /4
161/4
181/4
1

107/16
1011/16
121/4

HC series 35° LR-C 5" diameter rolls** (single crossmember)
B

C

D

C

A

Part number

A

36
42

69AHC541-36
69AHC541-42

48

69AHC541-48

B

C

D

47 /4
531/4

3

35 /16
423/16

14 /4
161/4

107/8
111/8

591/4

4611/16

181/4

1211/16

C

D

1

1

HC series 35° OR-C 5" diameter rolls** (box frame)

B
C

D

C

BW

BW

Part number

A

B

36
42
48

69AHC538-36
69AHC538-42
69AHC538-48

47 /4
531/4
591/4
1

35 /16
4211/32
475/16
5

14 /4
161/4
181/4

113/16
11½
1213/16

C

D

1

A

HC series 35° OR-C 6" diameter rolls*** (box frame)
B

C

D

C

A

Part number

A

B

36
42
48

69AHC638-36
69AHC638-42
69AHC638-48

47 /4
531/4
591/4
1

34 /16
4125/32
463/4
11

14 /4
161/4
181/4
1

119/16
117/8
137/32

HD series 35° OR-C 5" diameter rolls** (box frame)

B
C

D

C

BW

A

BW

Part number

A

B

C

D

42
48
54
60

75AHD538-42
75AHD538-48
75AHD538-54
75AHD538-60

531/4
591/4
651/4
711/4

42
4631/32
521/4
5715/32

161/4
181/4
201/4
221/4

117/16
123/4
137/8
151/16

C

D

HD series 35° OR-C 6" diameter rolls*** (box frame)
B

D

C

A

C

BW

Part number

A

B

42
48
54
60

75AHD638-42
75AHD638-48
75AHD638-54
75AHD638-60

53 /4
591/4
651/4
711/4
1

41 /8
463/8
5111/32
567/8
5

16 /4
181/4
201/4
221/4
1

117/8
133/16
145/16
151/2

*	4” diameter rolls are 7 gauge shell thickness.
**	Part numbers for 4" and 5" diameter rolls are 9 gauge shell thickness. Add ‘7’ to the part number
for 7 gauge. Add ‘4’ to the part number for 1/4 " wall. Example: 69AHC541-367 for 7 gauge.
***	Part numbers for 6" diameter rolls are 8 gauge shell thickness. Add ‘4’ to the part number for 1/4 "
wall shell thickness.
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HC and HD return rolls
and drop brackets
HC series 4" diameter return rolls*

DIA.

A

HC series 6” diameter return rolls***

HD series 6” diameter return rolls***

BW

Part number

A

BW

Part number

A

BW

Part number

A

36

69AHC410-457

45

36

69AHC610-45

45

36

72AHD610-42

45

42

69AHC410-517

51

42

69AHC610-51

51

42

72AHD610-48

51

48

69AHC410-577

57

48

69AHC610-57

57

48

72AHD610-54

57

54

72AHD610-60

63

72AHD610-66

69

HC series 5” diameter return rolls**

HD series 5” diameter return rolls**

60

BW

BW

A

*

**	Part numbers for 5” diameter rolls are 9 gauge
shell thickness. Add ‘7’ to the part number for 7
gauge. Add ‘4’ to the part number for 1/4” wall.
Example: 69AHC510-457 for 7 gauge.

Part number

A

Part number

36

69AHC510-45

45

36

72AHD510-42

45

42

69AHC510-51

51

42

72AHD510-48

51

48

69AHC510-57

57

48

72AHD510-54

57

54

72AHD510-54

63

60

72AHD510-66

69

5” channel brackets

3” channel brackets
Drop

Part number

Drop

Part number

8¾

78AU18987-0308

8¾

78AU19240-0508

12¼

78AU18987-0312

12

78AU19240-0512

16

78AU18987-0316

16

78AU19240-0516

Part number

Drop

Part number

78AU18987-0408 12

78AU19240-0612

12¼

78AU18987-0412 14

78AU19240-0614

16

78AU18987-0416 16

78AU19240-0616

3” channel brackets
Drop

4” channel brackets
Part number

Drop

Part number

78AU18973-0308

8¾

78AU18973-0408

12¼

78AU18973-0312

12¼

78AU18973-0412

16

78AU18973-0316

16

78AU18973-0416

5” channel brackets
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Part number

12¼

78AU18973-0512

16

78AU18973-0516

DROP (H-Plus)

8¾

Drop

Universal mine-duty rigid
drop bracket assembly

DROP (HC)

8¾

***	Part numbers for 6” diameter rolls are 8 gauge
shell thickness. Add ‘4’ to the part number for
1/4” wall shell thickness.

DROP (HC/HD)

Drop

DROP (H-Plus)

6” channel brackets

4” channel brackets

4” diameter rolls are 7 gauge shell thickness.
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Spreader bars
3" spreader bar
A

BW

Spreader bar part number

A

Wt

30

75DU22824-30		

41¼

21 lbs.

36

75DU22824-36		

47¼

23 lbs.

42

75DU22824-42		

53¼

25 lbs.

48

75DU22824-48		

59¼

27 lbs.

54

75DU22824-54		

65¼

29 lbs.

60

75DU22824-60		

71¼

31 lbs.

BW

Spreader bar part number

A

Wt

30

75DU19385-30		

41¼

28 lbs.

36

75DU19385-36		

47¼

30 lbs.

42

75DU19385-42		

53¼

31 lbs.

48

75DU19385-48		

59¼

33 lbs.

54

75DU19385-54		

65¼

34 lbs.

60

75DU19385-60		

71¼

36 lbs.

BW

Spreader bar part number

A

Wt

42

75AU16159-42

53½

47 lbs.

48

75AU16159-48

59½

49 lbs.

54

75AU16159-54

65½

51 lbs.

60

75AU16159-60

71½

53 lbs.

4” spreader bar
A

5” spreader bar
A
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Rails and roof-mounted accessories
3” rails
Locking pin punch

Section length

Stringer part no.

Dimensions (L)

Wt

8' 0"

75AU21513-08

7' 11½"

28 lbs.

10' 0"

75AU21513-10

9' 1½"

35 lbs.

12' 0"

75AU21513-12

11' 11½"

42 lbs.

Section length

Stringer part no.

Dimensions (L)

Wt

8' 0"

75AU18813-08

7' 11½"

36 lbs.

10' 0"

75AU18813-10

9' 11½"

45 lbs.

12' 0"

75AU18813-12

11' 11½"

54 lbs.

Section length

Stringer part no.

Dimensions (L)

Wt

8' 0"

75AU16161-08

7' 11½"

54 lbs.

10' 0"

75AU16161-10

9' 11½"

67 lbs.

12' 0"

75AU16161-12

11' 11½"

81 lbs.

L

4” rails
Locking pin punch
L

5” rails

9¾

9¾

Bottom chain connection bracket

ONNECTION BRACKET

Part number

Channel size
5/16 " PLAIN HANGER CHAIN

75AU6032

PART NUMBER

3"

BOTTOM CHAIN CONNECTION BRACKET
LENGTH

75AU6032

CHANNEL SIZE

75AU6233

75AU6233

PART NUMBER

PART NUMBER

5/16 X 48"

3"

4" 10K50001-0400

75AU6032

4"
75HU14149

5"

5/16 X75AU6233
60"
10K50001-0500
5/16 X 72"

10K50001-0600

.229

2

‘H’ Dia.

5

1½"

Locking pin punch detail

75A993-100

2¼
5

CHANNEL
SIZE
‘H’
Diameter

75AU6032

4"

75AU6233

75A993-106
13/8
PART
NUMBER
PART
NUMBER "H" DIA.
10K50001-0400
75A993-110

5/16 X 48"
5/16 X 60"
5/16 X 72"

75A993-106

10K50001-0500
75A993-110

5 1
8
1 3/8

1/

1 5/8

10K50001-0600

‘H’ Dia.

2

Part number
Length
ROOF HUNG RAIL CONNECTING CUFF
CHANNEL SIZE

PART NUMBER

5/16 " PLAIN HANGER CHAIN
1
10K50001-0400
/4" x 4' longROOF HUNG RAIL CONN
3"
75AU6033

PART NUMBER

3"

LENGTH

2

5
¼" plain hanger chain

BOTTOM CHAIN CONNECTION BRACKET

1

5

9¾

2¼

5/16 " PLAIN HANGER
CHAIN
ROOF ATTACHMENT
ANGLE
75A993-100

4

2

‘H’ Dia.

Roof attachment angle
Part number

4

3½

To suit roof height

4

3½

To suit roof height

.229

To suit roof height

3½

Locking pin punch
L

LENGTH

4" X 48"
5/16
10K50001-0500
5/16 X 60"

10K50001-0600
5/16 X 72"

ROOF ATTACHMENT ANGLE
PART NUMBER
75A993-100

PART NUMBER

/ " x 5' long

1
75AU7158
10K50001-0400
4

"H

/ " x 6' long
75A993-106
PAGE TWENTY-THREE

1

4
10K50001-0600

75A993-110

"H" DIA.
1

/16" plain 1hanger
chain
3/8

5

75A993-110
Part

1 5/8
number

Length

10K50002-0400

5

10K50002-0500

5

/16" x 4' long

A
10K50002-0600

5

/16" x 5' long

B

/16" x 6' long

A
D

3"
PART NUMBER
75A993-100
4"

10K50001-0500

75A993-106

C

13

CHANNEL
SIZE
ROOF ATTACHMENT AN

3" CHANNEL SIDE RAIL (ROOF MOUNTED)

4" CHANNEL SIDE RAIL (ROOF MOUNTED)

3" CHANNEL SID
SPAN

PART N

10'-0

75A

12'-0

75A
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Support stands
Support stand for 3” channel

B

A

BW

Stand assembly
part number

Upper support
part number

A

B

30

75AU22821-30

75DU22822-30

45/8

41¼

36

75AU22821-36

75DU22822-36

48 /8

47¼

42

75AU22821-42

75DU22822-42

54 /8

53¼

48

75AU22821-48

75DU22822-48

60 /8

59¼

54

75AU22821-54

75DU22822-54

665/8

65¼

B

5
5
5

Support stand for 4” channel

B

A

BW

Frame weldment
part number

Upper support
part number

A

30

75AU19388-30

75DU19389-30

425/8

41¼

36

75AU19388-36

75DU19389-36

48 /8

47¼

42

75AU19388-42

75DU19389-42

54 /8

53¼

48

75AU19388-48

75DU19389-48

60 /8

59¼

54

75AU19388-54

75DU19389-54

665/8

65¼

D

5
5
5

B

Support stand for 5” channel
A

C

D

C

A

D

B

14

BW

Frame weldment part number

A

B

C

48

75DU19988-4830

59½

61¾

597/16

62½

54

75DU19988-5430

65½

67¾

7

65 /16

68½

60

75DU19988-6030

71½

73¾

7

71 /16

74½

72

75DU19988-7230

83½

85¾

837/16

86½

Part number

A

B

C

D

75AU9990-30		

30

26

4¾

18

Foot weldment for 5” channel
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Catenary idlers, stands and rails
HC series 4” diameter catenary idler

A
B

Part number

A

B

C

D

30

69A5817-30

41

30

11

6¼

36

69A5817-36

47

3513/16

13

71/16

42

69A5817-42

53

411/8

15

713/16

48

69A5817-48

59

47

17

89/16

C

D

D

BW

C

C

Also available in CEMA D. Consult factory for part numbers.

35
.
NOM

HC series 5” diameter catenary idler
BW

Part number

A

B

30

69A5810-30

36

41

5

29 /16

10 /8

61/8

69A5810-36

47

353/16

127/8

7

42

69A5810-42

53

411/8

147/8

7¾

48

69A5810-48

59

47

16 /8

87/16

7

7

Also available in CEMA D. Consult factory for part numbers.
Add a “7” to the part number for 7 gauge shell thickness.

5” diameter catenary return

6” Diameter catenary return

BW

Part number

E

BW

Part number

E

30

78AU9998-3506

353/8

42

78AU14538-4706

473/8

36

78AU9998-4106

413/8

48

78AU14538-5306

533/8

42

78AU9998-4706

473/8

54

78AU14538-5906

593/8

48

78AU9998-5306

533/8

60

78AU14538-6506

653/8

E

Also available in CEMA D. Consult factory for part numbers.
Add a “7” to the part number for 7 gauge shell thickness.

Catenary stands
BW

BW + 11½"

Part number

36

75AU9984-3630

42

75AU9984-4230

48

75AU9985-4834
48" BW shown

Catenary rails 3" diameter 7 gauge tubing
BW

Part number

8'

75AU10109

10'

75AU7409

Other rail thicknesses are available, consult factory.
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48" BW shown
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SDX-2200 Series OR-C idlers are offered in 35º and 45º troughers with equal length rolls.
Troughers are supplemented by rubber disc impacts, self-aligners, transitions and returns
of corresponding sizes in steel, rubber, and urethane discs. Both sealed and regreaseable
designs are available.

End bracket design
Rolls interchangeable
Wing and center rolls for a given belt
width are interchangeable, reducing spare
requirements and simplifying field service.

Ample clearance is provided to
reduce the potential for spilled
material to wedge between roll and
end bracket.

Extra heavy, die-formed bracket
Designed with super wide
base and direct foot mounting
for increased rigidity and
resistance to impact.

Rigid, one-piece, jig-welded frame
Accurate roll positioning simplifies
training and greatly reduces friction
and roll wear.
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The SDX-2200 idler roll heads are
heavy section, web-reinforced
ductile castings that are precision
machined for accurate roll and
bearing fit. The heads are press
fit into the rolls and positively
locked into position by means
of our groove-lock design.
This approach provides a truly
concentric, scale-quality roll.
Idler frames are fabricated steel
construction and are jig-welded
for dimensional accuracy.
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Bearing and seal cavities are filled with
grease from the factory to promote
long-life operation.

2

1
3

* Patented, engineered shaft

5
4
* Available on all return rolls and on 42-inch belt width and wider troughing rolls

The secrets of SDX-2200 superiority
1. Groove-lock connection
of machined head and tube
Heads are press fit into the roll and positively
locked into position by means of our unique
groove-lock design. This approach provides a
truly concentric, scale-quality roll assembly.
2. Patented shaft design
Our patented, multi-piece shaft design includes
a hollow tube center section and solid shaft
ends that are machined to 11/4" diameter.
The center tube sections are sized for highcapacity applications. By design, these shafts
increase load capacity by decreasing shaft
deflection and bearing misalignment.
3. Combination lip and labyrinth seal
The combination of multiple labyrinths and a
contact lip seal filled with grease has proven for
decades to be the most effective seal for heavyduty service. The outer labyrinth is formed from
mating machined ductile parts which contributes
to a precise, close tolerance seal. The lip seal
contacts a burnished mirror finish surface to
provide increased seal integrity.
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4. Roll head
The SDX-2200 idler roll head is a heavy
section, web-reinforced, ductile casting that
is precision-machined for accurate roll and
bearing fit.
5. Adjusting nut
The SDX-2200 idler roll adjusting nut is a heavy
section, ductile casting that is precision machined
for accurate roll and bearing fit. The adjusting nut
establishes a very precise bearing adjustment
and smooth surface for the contact lip seal.
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SDX-2200 series structure arrangement
Floor-mounted rigid structure
10'
2' 6"

5'

2' 6"

Idler
assembly

Support stand

Idler
assembly
Belt travel

Drop bracket
assembly

Adjustable foot

Channel
side rail

Idler return roll

Idler return roll

10'

Other idler spacing available upon request.

Roof-mounted rigid structure

Roof attachment
angle
Hanger chain
Drop bracket
assembly

Spreader bar
assembly

Belt travel

Idler
return
roll
2' 6"

Idler
assembly

Channel
side rail
5’
5)

10'

Idler
assembly
2' 6"

Idler
return
roll

10'

Other idler spacing available upon request.

Floor-mounted structure
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Roof-mounted structure
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SDX-2200 idlers and return rolls
SDX-2200 35° OR-C 6" diameter rolls (box frame)

B

C

D

C

A

Part number

A

B

C

D

54

73ASDX638-54ST

67¾

55 /16

21¾

153/16

60

73ASDX638-60ST

73¾

62

23¾

165/16

72

73ASDX638-72ST

85¾

715/8

27¾

18¾
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SDX-2200 35° OR-C 7" diameter rolls (box frame)

B
C

D

C

BW

A

BW

Part number

A

B

C

D

54

73AU14183-54S

67¾

555/8

21¾

155/16

60

73AU14183-60S

73¾

6015/16

23¾

161/2

72

73AU14183-72S

85¾

711/2

27¾

18¾

Note: Bolts, nuts, and washers for mounting are not included with bolted idler design.

SDX-2200 6" diameter return rolls

SDX-2200 7" diameter return rolls

BW

Part number

A

BW

Part number

A

54

73ASDX610-60S

6" x 64"

54

73ASDX710-60S

7" x 64"

60

73ASDX610-66S

6" x 70"

60

73ASDX710-66S

7" x 70"

72

73ASDX610-78S

6" x 82"

72

73ASDX710-78S

7" x 82"

6" diameter idler rolls are furnished 8 gauge as a standard. 6" rolls are available in 1/4" wall shell
thickness upon request. Troughing idlers are available with lifting handles.

Idler
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Return roll
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SDX-2200 drop brackets and accessories

DROP

DROP

DROP
SDX-2200 5" channel drop bracket assembly

SDX-2200 4" channel drop bracket assembly

SDX-2200 5" channel drop bracket assembly

Drop

Part number

Drop

Part number

Drop

Part number

10

78AK8451-0510

12

73AU22064-0412

12¾

73AU23064-0512

12

78AK8451-0512

15

73AU22064-0415

14

73AU23064-0514

14

78AK8451-0514

16

73AU22064-0416
SDX-2200 6" channel drop bracket assembly

SDX-2200 6" channel drop bracket assembly

SDX-2200 5" channel drop bracket assembly

Drop

Part number

Drop

Part number

Drop

Part number

123/4"

73AU23064-0612

12

78AK8932-0612

12

73AU22064-0512

14

73AU23064-0614

14

78AK8932-0614

15

73AU22064-0515

Tosuit
suit roof
roof height
height
To

“A”
diameter
‘A’ Dia.

6"
6"

6"
6"

DROP
DROP

8"

21

/8" plain hanger chain

3

SDX-2200 bolted drop bracket assembly

SDX-2200 roof brackets

Drop

Part number

A

Part number

Part number

Length

8¾

73AK7365-9

1

75A9578-100

10K50005-0400

3

3

1 /8

75A9578-106

10K50005-0500

3

15/8

75A9578-110

/8" X 4' Long
/8" X 5' Long
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Support stands
Upper support stand for 5" channel
A

12"

BW

Part number

A

B

54

75DK9690-5422

65½

68¼

60

75DK9690-6022

71½

74¼

72

75DK9690-7222

83½

86¼

Upper support stand for 6” channel

B

11½"

BW

Part number

A

B

54

75AK9691-5422

65½

68¼

60

75AK9691-6022

71½

74¼

72

75AK9691-7222

83½

86¼

Part numbers are for upper support stands only. Foot attachment sold separately.
Part number for foot attachment is 75A9990-30.

Note: Bolts, nuts, and washers for mounting are not included.
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Accessories
B

chain or
or11/2”
jawturnbuckle
turnbuckle
For33/8”
8 " chain
2 " jaw

A

12"

11 8"

5 8" dia. Bolts
For 5/

C

1½"

4" or 5" channel for roof-mounted spreader bar

3" 3" 3"

1½"

6" channel for roof-mounted spreader bar

BW

Part number

A

B

C

BW

Part number

A

B

C

48

75DU12361-48

591/2

61¾

103/8

48

75DU12669-48

591/2

61¾

113/8

54

75DU12361-54

651/2

67¾

103/8

54

75DU12669-54

651/2

67¾

113/8

60

75DU12361-60

711/2

73¾

103/8

60

75DU12669-60

711/2

73¾

113/8

72

75DU12361-72

831/2

85¾

103/8

72

75DU12669-72

831/2

85¾

113/8

‘A’ section length
1 /"
1
8
8

131/48"

For 55/88" dia. bolts

3"

‘B’ idler spacing

C

131/84"

C

6" bolted stringer rail

5" bolted stringer rail
Part number

A

B

C

Part number

A

B

C

75AU15678

8' 0"

48

24

75AU15679

8' 0"

48

24

75AU15676

10' 0"

60

30

75AU15677

10' 0"

60

30

Note: Bolts, nuts, and washers for mounting are not included.
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HX series idlers
HX series

HXF-40 series

30 mm and 40 mm
deep-groove ball bearing idlers

40 mm spherical roller bearing idlers

Bearing and seal cavities in “open”
bearing rolls are filled with grease
from the factory to promote
long-life operation.

*Patented, engineered shaft reduces
overall roll weight and shaft deflection

A flinger employs the
natural centrifugal forces
generated by a rotating idler
roll to redirect potential
contaminants away from
the bearing cavity.
Patented retaining
sleeve creates a smooth
contact surface for the
rotating lip seal.

Lip seal designed
to provide added
protection for
the bearing.

Bearing and seal cavities are filled with
grease from the factory to promote
long-life operation.

Patented, engineered shaft reduces
overall roll weight and shaft deflection

Triple labyrinth seal
impedes progress of
contaminants toward
the bearing.
The back seal allows
for a larger grease
reservoir for “open”
bearing rolls.
Deep-Groove ball bearing

Counter-bored shell
with protected weld
contributes to proper
bearing alignment.

2RS factory sealed bearings are standard. Open
bearings are available. Consult your Continental
representative for the idler roll that will best meet
your individual requirements.
*Available on all HX series return rolls and on
42-inch belt width and wider troughing rolls.
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The back seal
allows for a larger
grease reservoir.

Spherical roller bearing

The HXF-40 is designed for today's super
high-capacity operations. Applications include
high tonnage mining and industrial operations,
mining operations with overburden removal and
underground longwall coal mining operations
that want to more closely match tonnage rates to
highly productive longwall mining machines.
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Additional idler options
Idler designs are also available in a variety of options not shown in this catalog.
Several of the most popular items are listed below:
• Bolted construction idlers
• Idlers with handles
• Self-aligning idlers
• Transition idlers
• Rubber disc impact idlers
• Self-aligning return idlers
• V-return idlers

25

OR-C frame with bolted construction

V-return idler

OR-C frame with handles

Regreasable impact idler

Transition idler

Self-aligning return idler
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Typical conveyor arrangements
Drive arrangement with adjustable boom

Adjustable boom drive

Hydraulic take-up section

Drive arrangement with remote drive

A-frame remote discharge

Remote drive

Hydraulic take-up section

Drive arrangement with belt storage unit and All-electric winch

Remote drive
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Belt storage unit
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Tail loading section

Intermediate loading
section

A-frame tail section

All-electric winch
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Drives
(Alignment-free) drive/discharge section

LC drive (belt-driven design)
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Large remote drives

Remote drive (parallel shaft)
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Properly designed terminal equipment
is at the heart of any conveyor system.
The correct application is key to a
conveyor’s performance and productivity.
Drives
The drive section is one of the most important terminal components
in a conveyor system. It should be carefully selected to ensure that the
arrangement is suited to the application. There are three basic types of
drives: single pulley, adjustable boom, and remote drive.
The single pulley type drive is available for low horsepower conveyors.
The adjustable boom type drive is highly portable and can be
furnished as a head drive or a tandem pulley skid configuration.
The remote drive is most frequently used on permanent installations.
It is available with single, dual, triple, or quadruple drive trains.
It is also available with tandem drive pulleys, or with our fourpulley arrangement.
Each specification is designed and furnished to your requirements.
We have been a leader in high-tension conveyor terminals
for many years and have designed and supplied conveyor
systems with up to 10,000 connected horsepower.
Proper drive selection varies depending on many factors including
the operating environment, maintenance expertise (hydraulic
vs. electrical), and overall power requirements. The goal is to
provide a drive package that is controllable and friendly to the
system from a starting and load sharing standpoint, thereby
protecting the conveyor belt and the many components that make
up the conveyor system. Too much stress on the belt or conveyor
components can result in extended downtime and lost production.
A system that allows a repeatable, linear time ramp startup, and can balance load distribution, offers the most protection
for your conveyor system.
Our team will work with you to determine the best technology for
your application, or assist you with complete system design.
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Tripper booster drives
Tripper booster drives provide smooth start-up and shutdown
operations with full-tension control on extremely long, single-flight
conveyors. Tripper booster drives are able to respond to varying
load conditions, while maintaining a stable operating system.
These drives can have a significant impact on reducing downtime
and improving productivity.

Typical 4 pulley

Typical 2 pulley

Custom-designed arrangements are available
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Discharges
A-frame remote discharge with boom

A-frame remote discharge with snub pulley

Roof-mounted A-frame discharge
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All-electric and Pony™ winches
All-electric constant tension winches are an alternative to
the traditional sheaved cylinder take-up designs and are our
best available option for take-up carriage control in higher
tension applications. Properly equipped all-electric winches
can maintain precise tension control by achieving full torque
of an AC motor with zero shaft RPM. With single, direct line
pull ranging from 30,000 lbf – 150,000 lbf, our constant tension
winch system is capable of satisfying a wide range of conveyor
take-up tension requirements.

All-electric Pony winch offers
digital control in a very small package
The Pony version of our full-size winch is designed
for conveyor systems that require lower take-up
tensions. With line pull ranging from 20,000 lbf 30,000 lbf, Pony winches are designed to provide the
efficiency, reliability, and savings of all-electric winch
technology, but in a smaller package. The Pony
winch utilizes direct line pull to the take-up carriage,
so there is no need to grease and maintain sheaves,
change hydraulic filters, or replace hydraulic fluids.
Plus, the Pony winch makes tension adjustments
quick and easy.
33
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Hydraulic take-ups
Our hydraulic cylinder take-up sections are designed to pull slack out of the belt for a smooth conveyor start.
The hydraulic take-ups are available in arrangements ranging from 10 feet to 60 feet of travel.
Hydraulic cylinder sizes range from 4” to 12”, with take-up belt tensions ranging from 1,000 lbf to 17,000 lbf.

Horizontal take-up unit (side mounted cylinder shown)
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Hydraulic pumping units
Our hydraulic take-up pumping units provide an accurate,
reliable system for proper tensioning of your conveyor belt.
All units are factory set and tested based on your tension
requirements prior to delivery.
This system provides an on/off motor and pump operation as
opposed to a continuous operating system, resulting in reduced
maintenance, wear, and electrical requirements.
All hydraulic pumping unit components, including the
accumulator, are mounted on a common welded-steel, skid-type
base. The unit is designed to be compatible with either standard
hydraulic, synthetic, or water-in-oil type fire resistant fluids.
Our hydraulic pumping units are available in 25, 40, 60, 75, 100
and 125 horsepower.
Immersion heater element and controls are available for
cold-climate operations.

Controllers provided by Continental Global Material Handling
We have long been an industry leader with our Smartveyor technology. This technology is made possible
through the use of PLC control systems. With controllers for main and tripper drives, the overall conveyor
control system is capable of handling complex conveyor systems. With tried and proven drive packages,
our systems are capable of providing extended start/stop times as required by the conveyor system.
They can also provide optimal load sharing between the main and multiple tripper drives.
Controllers are custom designed for your specific application.
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Belt storage units
Our belt storage unit consists of a bolted construction rail system, stationary pulley cluster, movable
carriage assembly, and a winch assembly.

Designed for automatic operation
When belt is being added to the storage unit, the movable carriage travels down the frame assembly
and activates drop-off carriages that are released at set intervals. This process continues until the
storage unit is replenished with belt. As belt is removed from the storage unit, drop-off carriages are
automatically retracted back to their original standing position.

Designed for easy installation and relocation
The rugged framework and carriages are substantial
enough to withstand rigorous mining conditions
and high tensions, but are also portable enough for
movement between installations. For relocation, the
winch and movable carriage are removed and frame
is disassembled into sizes conducive to your mining
environment. After re-assembly, the wire rope is
re-attached to the carriage and the unit is ready to
operate. Because of its modular design, additional
labor for reducer/motor/winch realignment is not
necessary prior to operation.

Designed for flexibility
Our belt storage units are available in single or
multiple lap configurations. All-Electric constant
tension winches, used in conjunction with belt storage
units, are capable of providing carriage travel
in excess of 1 ft. per second.

Typical 6 lap belt storage unit

Typical 4 lap belt storage unit and CTW
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Engineered transfer systems and loading sections
Engineered transfer systems
Our engineered transfer systems include a discharge
section, loading section, and custom-designed transfer
chute that are all designed as one system to
effectively transfer material.

Tail loading section
Tail loading sections are designed to withstand the abusive conditions
encountered in conveyor loading. Tail loading sections of varying
heights are available with a variety of pulley arrangements.
Tail loading sections are available with hinged skirt boards for
easier access to skirt rubber and idlers during maintenance. Designs
incorporating rubber disc impact idlers, steel roll idlers, or impact
beds are available. A combination of all three can be furnished
depending on the application.

Intermediate loading section
Intermediate loading sections are used in loading areas along the
length of the belt line. Designs incorporating rubber disc impact
idlers, steel roll idlers, or impact beds are available. A combination
of all three can be furnished depending on the application.
A variety of skirt board arrangements are available.
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Belt winders and pinch roll drives
Belt winders simplify and improve the handling of belt when adding
to, or removing belt from, your conveyor system. Belt winder systems
consist of a pinch roll drive, winder, splicing station, and belt clamp.
The pinch roll drive delivers a constant feed of belt to the winder. The
belt clamp is utilized to hold the belt in place during spooling. The
spool of belt can then be rotated 90 degrees in either direction for
removal from the conveyor system. The splicing table is utilized to
spot splices for installation, replacement, or repair of belt. Standard
belt-winder systems are available for 36" to 72" belt widths.

Belt winding system typical layout

Winder
Pinch roll drive
Belt clamp

Splicing table

Pinch roll drives
While the pinch roll drive was originally developed
to work in tandem with the belt winder, it can also
be used with numerous belt retrieval devices to
add belt to, or remove belt from, your conveyor
system at a constant rate of speed. When used in
conjunction with a belt clamp station, the pinch
roll drive allows you to more easily spot splices for
installation, replacement, or repair of the belt.
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Continental Rebuild Program
When your Continental equipment begins to age
and wear out, it is reassuring to know that many
items can be rebuilt, and returned to service.
When compared to the cost of new equipment
purchases, you can save both time and money
with the Continental Rebuild Program.
Technology upgrade evaluation
Plus, if your Continental equipment needs a
technology retrofit, this can be accomplished
during the rebuild process. Your equipment will
be evaluated as part of our rebuild program. If
new components are available for your specific
unit, we will give you the option to upgrade to the
latest designs.
Here's how it works
After an initial evaluation of your existing
equipment and review of your individual
requirements, requests for additional equipment
features, and available technology retrofits, we
will provide you with a specific rebuild estimate.
Upon approval of the rebuild estimate, the work
on your equipment commences and proceeds
along a designated schedule.
Not only will you get like-new performance out of
your equipment, you will get a like-new warranty
on replaced components.
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Products pictured, described, or listed in this publication are illustrative only and are not warranties of any kind. The only warranties
that apply to sales of products and services are standard written warranties, which will be furnished upon request. Product designs
and/or specifications may be changed or corrected at any time without notice. Application and use of these products must be
in accordance with applicable codes and regulations and must be arranged and/or provided with covers or other guards where
necessary to assure safety of personnel.
All weights are in pounds, and all lengths are in inches. Weights and dimensions are subject to change or correction without notice.
Use certified prints for construction purposes.
Continental and other trademarks used herein are the property of Continental Global Material Handling LLC.
The multi-piece shaft discussed herein is covered by U.S. patent No. 9056727, U.S. patent No. 9359144, Chile patent No. 57.528, Brazil
patent No. BR 112015017152-4, and Mexico patent No. 362798. Patent pending in Canada. The retaining sleeve is covered by U.S.
patent No. 9273731, Canada patent No. 2661822, Brazil patent No. PI 0720447-7, and Mexico patent No. 344214. Patent pending in
Colombia.
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